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Random Notes of a Messenger

The trees lining Alki are still
on the gold standard;
fluttering their shiny coin.
Sometimes I cry now
in the middle of the day--I’m tempted to say for no reason.
Sometimes I froth at the mouth
and spume and dream of biting
the hand that feeds.
An unfortunate metamorphosis
threatens
of magnitude as yet to be divined.
I am become one of them, careless.
Ensconced in benzene lair
I drive and drive.
Leather-bound to wheel,
a mad captain, crewless,
rushing, racing toward appointed
rounds.
I, numb in my hope.
I, numb in my mind.
How are you today? I’m fine.
You’re early. I’m late.
I’m terribly late.

You got a haircut.
I got them all cut. But last year
it was long and flowing and
silky smooth.
It seems like last year.
Wielding strong tools;
not hammer nor measure nor sextant
nor wrench, but razors we speak to
and small plastic screens
tickled with pencils that have no lead,
in the gray of the buildings, in the nub
of the seas of carpet, in the faux grain
of veneer cluttered with candy and
coffee
and micro-wave popcorn.
Look at those nails; fine French polish,
tiny inlaid hearts and stars that leave
beautiful scars.
I drive, stuck behind a bus
reading billboards.
Check the gauges.
Feel the misfire.

24 straight days of rain --I search for patches of blue
and drive into them,
regardless of where I
need to go, whom I need to see,
for only there in that stream
of radiance is salvation.
The hills are on fire
on the East Side.
I could get lost up here,
a nature-boy actor veiled
behind a scrim of smoke.
A woman somewhere
back near the highway
pretends to hitchhike,
squats beneath a billboard
that reads, “I _______ in Vegas.”
And she jots it down
in a mean and mud spattered
spiral notebook, nub of dull red
carpenter’s pencil stabbing
it into line.

This is no more real than
a promise, a lottery ticket
stuffed in the console between
bucket seats --- not smoke,
but mist, not fire,
but steam roiling up from sodden roots,
giving up a last gasp
of warmth.
I dream of summer --along with the hitchhiker --fondly fill in the blank:
“I killed a man in Vegas.”
We search blindly for cigarettes,
curse the crumpled ticket
sucking up water in a ditch.

Neutrinos and carbon
I stand on the sidewalk --it’s been a long time.
How small I feel; how big.
How cumbersome and feral.
An edgy cat dropped
in a strange litter box.
I wriggle and bend,
try to blend with brick.
I feel their prying eyes scanning
safe from perfect automobiles.
No magic potion to turn
me invisible, I stand mute
against the wall, tremble
at the click of a firing squad
making ready, pray for a blindfold,
a smoke, a last request.
Here the rain folk dance where I stand.
Here ambitious flowers
sit on simple sills
and wait for sun to sop up all the wet.

It’s cold.
The air stinks of carbon that is not me,
warming through me,
an alien in its midst.
This very corner knew my weight
and ambling gait.
This slab of concrete wore down
the heels of my shoes and I, in turn,
dug furrows in its hardened lime.
But new blood and time
have made a palimpsest
of my own living diary,
undecipherable runic biography
studied only by scholars
who seek no better subject.
Car keys in my pocket mock me,
jingling their tune of redemption.

This morning I saw a crow
wearing spats. Small, white
bands around his ankles,
like Heckle or Jeckle come
to life. He stood grandly
in the middle of the road, pecking
at a piece of meat, blue-black
plumage of dinner wear
refracting fugitive sun rays racing,
bouncing off high glass.
How gauche, I thought,
dressing formal before the
evening hour. Had he,
F. Scott Fitzgerald-like,
stayed up all night, carousing,
smoking filterless cigarettes crammed
in a long, slender ebony holder,
regaling friends with apocryphal
stories of Hemingway the Loon?

Had he spent the night whoring,
after steak and oyster dinner,
and now, spent, gorges on
offal to regain his strength,
head pounding, mouth as dry
as an empty sponge, checking
his pockets for loose change,
sneering at us as we shimmer
through the early morning
streets with coffee spilling from
styrofoam cups.
Haw haw! he cries, you
workers, haw haw! as the starlings
tsk tsk tsk around him,
waiting to clean up the lean
remains of his rotten repast.

Dad’s hands shook a bit, like mine,
save for different reasons.
They glowed a constant, beautiful
nut-brown and, wrapped around
the calf skin grip of a seven iron,
held it sweet as butter.
I’m amazed even now as I recall;
veins popping out, supple as worms,
fingernails clean and stark, fringe
of black hair sneaking out
from under stiff white cuffs.
These hands that never struck me,
rarely hugged me, knew somehow
that they were formed in service
of a wider, mundane arc,
a master plan of day to day
with narrow bridges, perfect maps,
unwavering agenda.
They never wrote a poem
or played a song or tossed a pot,
but on the rear view mirror there was
hunger
for a certitude,

as if by careful art
he could capture all the filmy past
and guard against the future.
The most amazing feat, so smooth and
sly,
deftly drifting to the shoulder of the
road
at Old Middleburg and Chaffee,
under the blue shade of a live oak,
cicadas chirruping madly at our
approach,
hands slipping two perfect dollar bills
from a neat flat leather wallet.
“Give us one, are they fresh?” he’d say,
and the toothless man in charge,
skipping away from the heat
of the huge steel drum,
would fetch a bag of boiled green
peanuts,
greasy and warm, familiar and practically
free.

I take my cave with me.
Hurtling through space and time --I see things before they
happen,
anticipate the coming common mire,
avoid the Great Catastrophe.

My cave, traveling sideshow,
complete with geek and impresario.
And as constant reminder,
hieroglyph:

I control the future.

Mother’s milk of quantum mechanics,
mad clutching at string theory straw,
your dark gods and bright demons.
I’ve no use for them now.
Wandering through a vacuum tube
at light speed, I am my own molecule.

I take my cave with me.
Wending at warp speed,
Doppler’s rising din fading
to dull thud as recent events
fall behind like so many uneaten
soufflés.
I control the past.
I take my cave with me.
Avoiding the plague
of everyday everyday --master of my domain, child
of my desires, sire
not of sirens but of Fates.

OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE CLOSER
THAN THEY APPEAR

I take my cave with me, skimming
through the present, a nomad
eating his cake in measured doses.

Soft munificent rolling of lawn
comes up in a moment,
shady kindness of alder and cedar,
caring breeze.
A fine resting place for eternity
if you believe in it, a gentle factory
for worm food if you don’t.
All in all a good cradle, passing by.
The radio conspires, lending careful
pastoral, falling petals of pink
azalea, muffled tongue of pine needle
warming its roots.
Somewhere Granny whispers polite,
tread soft round the mounds
of remembrance, to children
who can only dream of swings, caring
not for the dead nor even able to
imagine.

Cresting a subtle rise a small sign swells:
Members Only.
Which seems perfectly natural,
for who else would possibly stay.
But I could rest here, I think.
Spend a little time, work off some
weight.
I’m tired, sometimes, so tired.
It just might be nice to be done.
There are ghosts here,
badly dressed.
They seem to gather in threes and fours,
waiting for one in their party to catch
up;
like that one, emerging
from a wood, his steely shaft
madly flailing, red-faced and cursing
his huge leather burden.
He seems so real.

It is a murmur like no other,
a good-natured white noise
drifting uncanny and lazy,
the timbre a summer brook
tickling a sleepy ear after a
fried chicken picnic.

I peer up through the windshield,
find the slug trail of a passenger jet
by now halfway to Canada.
It lingers miles away, hovering.

The play-by-play man, sotto voce,
teases out each pitch, draws
the string tighter each passing slap
of the mitt.

The crack in my windshield
traces the very same line,
longs to flee the restraint of this ribbon,
the pressure of sameness stifling,
wind and rain and beating sun.
A map a map of one course.

I reach for the radio.

I smell chicken.

“No score, one out, nobody on
in a pitchers’ duel,” he mournfully
croons over rhubarb rhubarb rhubarb,
a crowd awaiting the taut
string to snap.

That boy by the brook,
he’s got a smooth shallow palm
on his girlfriend’s hip, sucks
on a virgin earlobe, gut-shot
by her summer frock,
while she gazes up tantalized
at the pink horsetail flying.

“Above us,” he cants on,
“a beautiful peach-colored cocktail
of a contrail drifting
through a pearly sky.”

She giggles. So do I.

Imagine our surprise
when the rapture comes,
the laughter ironical and giddy,
the self-proclaimed zealot
in the plane needing closure,
the preachers and mad-men clinging
to their fata morgana faith.
We’ll all be surprised
when no one disappears,
only our stuff.
The somber vacant men
strolling methodic across
our lawns, sweeping
their now empty hands to and fro
feeling light, asking, “Que?”
when the leaves stay
right where they fell.
Above us, the passengers falling
sans headphones and carry-on
luggage too large
to the lakes to the rivers
too shallow.

I’ll be surprised
when my car disappears
and I find myself clipping
along at sixty, a ragdoll skipping
across the pavement, Evel
Knievel without his ride.
Surprised and a little sad
by the silence of landscape
save for the humming of bees
and the gnashing of teeth
of the gator.
We’ll all be surprised
and a little insane,
as the blooms of crude
crash up to the sky, and the
dinosaurs fly to their maker,
laughing and screaming,
“Sin-clair! Sin-clair!”
while we twist and turn,
left behind.

A school of fish
oblivious
to one another’s needs.
Strength in ones,
casting about, acerbic,
none aware
none giving way
all winnowing
to a lonesome lair.
A school in which nothing
is taught nor learned
but rivalry and me-first-ism,
a social schism
of Camelot and need.
A flock of geese without a leader
honking not to hear
an echoing refrain, but raw spit anger
of disdain for the art
of a vee formation.

A red car nation of prickly thorns
and blaring horns
and apoplectic businessmen
too late to be ignored.
To heed the posted speed is treason.
To buckle up eject all reason.
And those of us who look both ways
are ridiculed and scorned.
One must be raging and distinct.
If we were fish, we’d be extinct.

When secretly silent I slip
through your door, hot
from the sun, breath stinking
of coffee, back dripping sweat,
I mean you no harm; it’s business.

They are abstract,
FBI posters, people Iwill never see.
You love me, too, for now.
You may hate me, as well, ‘til
next you need a favor.

These papers emanate
from you and your kind.
Would they were avocados
fresh from the field,
a local farmer’s yield
and fruitful tiding.

White as a sheet, black
as ink-stained hands,
pink as your lips whence issue
the have a nice days
of a thousand years,
I melt into walls.

I may notice
you’ve changed your hair
or that your laugh
today is fonder and beckons
me near, as if life has turned
in some odd way for the better.
Do not think I care.
I am the messenger.

Do not fret if one day I am gone;
my replacements are legion.

In passing you mention
the ones you love, the ones you hate.

We are children at a playground,
the see-saws of which might as well
be saddled with sacks of sand
or sausage, the swings inhabited
by cadavers, so long as we can hold on
and someone thinks to push.

Oak, willow, cedar and fir,
the bubble nears --- a bubble
clear and placid.
Oak, willow, cedar, fir, familiar;
the tiny drops of rain hitting
the windshield, crunch
of leaves just beginning
to fall.

Deep in the bubble now.
My guideposts quiver and undulate
in the wind, change
colors with the passing days.
Now I am safe.

I steer with my thumbs,
both hands on my knees
like a Catholic schoolboy.
I, pure in my hope.
I, calm in my mind.

The cat will scream for food
and lettuce yearns for attention.
Beer will long to be drunk.
My wife will say something funny,
put the kettle on the boil,
and nervous from the road
I will laugh too long and too loud.

The song lines remain the same.
I live small. I like things near me.
My foot from habit eases
off gas, sensing familiar climes.
Car a pony trotting
back to the barn.
Laurel stinking still
from early summer
in my mind.
Boulevard slipping gently down
pulls us easily home.

Oak, willow, cedar and fir.
I live small. I like things near me.

Though the rain falls
I am happy.
Oak, willow, cedar and fir.
Check the garden,
feel the purr.
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